An empirical investigation of the consistency of retrieval through Internet search engines is reported. Thirteen engines are evaluated: AltaVista, EuroFerret, Excite, HotBot, InfoSeek, Lycos, MSN, NorthernLight, Snap, WebCrawler and three national Dutch engines: Ilse, Search.nl and Vindex. The focus is on a characteristic related to size: the degree of consistency to which an engine retrieves documents. Does an engine always present the same relevant documents that are, or were, available in its database? We observed and identi ed three types of uctuations in the result sets of several kinds of searches, many of them signi cant. These should be taken into account by users who apply an Internet search engine, for instance to retrieve as many relevant documents as possible, or to retrieve a document that was already found in a previous search, or to perform scientometric/bibliometric measurements. The uctuations should also be considered as a complication of other research on the behaviour and performance of Internet search engines. In conclusion: in view of the increasing importance of the Internet as a publication/communication medium, the uctuations in the result sets of Internet search engines can no longer be neglected.
INTRODUCTION

The WWW and search engines
The amount of information that is potentially available straight from the Internet keeps on growing. Estimates lead to the conclusion that in the year 2000, about one billion, that is 1,000 million, unique URLs or 'pages' were accessible in the total Internet (see for instance http://searchenginesshowdown.com/ (Lawrence & Giles, 1999) and Inktomi Corporation & the NEC Research Institute (2000) ).
Those documents correspond to about ten terabytes (about 10,000 gigabytes) of text data. Clearly, some good retrieval systems are required to enhance the value of this unordered collection of information resources. Many systems are already available. Simplifying reality somewhat, we can distinguish several types: directories of selected sources categorised by subject, made by humans, mainly for browsing; search engines, based on databases with machine made indexes, mainly for word-based searching; and 'meta-search' or 'multi-threaded' search systems that rely mainly on the databases made available by the previous systems, for word-based searching.
During the last few years, an investigation of the performance of several wellknown international (and a few smaller local) word-based Internet search engines has been undertaken by a group of information professionals from various institutes and companies in the Netherlands (and Belgium), as named below in the acknowledgements. This paper reports on a part of this work.
Many aspects/criteria can be considered in the evaluation of an Internet search engine, including: the coverage of documents present on the WWW (and most of the wellknown investigations have already focused on this aspect, including Lawrence & Giles (1999) ); the elements of a document that are indexed to make them usable for retrieval; and the absence of dead links in the set of links suggested by the search system. We started by studying the depth of indexing of some search engines and in this way we were confronted with uctuations that exist in the performance of most systems. This phenomenon is relatively unknown, obscure and not well investigated, but it may hinder and in uence serious quantitative investigations of other aspects. Therefore, we have made what we think is the rst quantitative study in this area. This work has pointed out that most engines suffer from this 'incorrect variable behaviour', in the sense that unexpected and annoying uctuations exist in the result sets of documents. Thus documents are not retrieved reliably.
Fluctuations in the performance of search engines
The result set of documents, shown by an Internet search engine as response to a query, changes over time. Broadly speaking, an alteration in this set is correct if it is a re ection of an alteration in the WWW reality, as documents are added to, removed from or changed in the WWW. If this is not the case, the change can be seen as incorrect. Such incorrect changes are not only to do with the incorrect removal of documents from the set of indexed documents, or incorrect (late) additions to this set. They can also occur when an engine has indexed a document, but does not always succeed in retrieving it afterwards.
It is possible to demonstrate the existence of uctuations by comparing the result set of an observation (i.e. one query or a set of queries) with an expected result set. What is expected depends on other information, obtained from other observations and from knowledge about the reality of the WWW. For example, when an engine retrieves a certain document on the basis of a certain query, and when it is known that this document still exists, then it is expected that this document will be found again when the query is resubmitted.
A uctuation can be an increase in the number of documents in the result set, or a decrease. In this investigation we have only considered decreases. We have investigated the disappearance of documents from result sets, not the addition of documents to result sets, because adding documents to a search engine's database is a normal process for an Internet search system. So: a uctuation appears, when the result set of an observation misses documents with respect to a certain expected result set. Here, one 'observation' is one query or a set of queries and the expected result set is determined by a certain frame of reference: observations and/or knowledge about web reality.
The search engines that have been investigated
Thirteen Internet search engines have been investigated: AltaVista, EuroFerret, Excite, HotBot, InfoSeek, Lycos, MSN, NorthernLight, Snap, WebCrawler and three Dutch engines: Ilse, Search.nl and Vindex. The popular Yahoo! has not been investigated, rst because it is mainly a directory and second because the search engine, used as an addition to the directory, is external. Some of the investigated engines have several search modes: simple, advanced, super, fuzzy etc. We always used the simplest mode and did not change the mode during the tests.
MEASURING DIFFERENT TYPES OF FLUCTUATIONS
Introduction
Sections 2, 3 and 4 of this article are more theoretical than the conclusion. In Section 2 we de ne several types of uctuations on the basis of the possibilities that we have for measuring them. In Section 3 we describe what we have measured. In Section 4 we present the results of our measurements. (Anybody who is interested in our interpretation can skip these sections and continue directly with Section 5.) In these three sections we consider search engines as black boxes that receive queries and send out answers; we will not give an interpretation of what might happen inside the search engines.
As mentioned in Section 1 one can track down uctuations by comparing the result set of an observation with a frame of reference that is made up of other observations combined with knowledge about changes in the part of the WWW which is observed. If we know that this part of the web remains unchanged, we only have to compare result sets to detect uctuations.
Our investigation has led us to distinguish three different dichotomies in uctuations, based on differences in the way they are detected by comparing result sets of observations:
1. The compared observations are performed at the same time, or repeated regularly with a constant interval -which leads respectively to instantaneous uctuations and to uctuations detected through time. 2. The compared observations consist of just one query, or of a set of several queries -which leads respectively to uctuations from singular observations and to uctuations from plural observations. 3. The compared observations are the same (i.e. they consist of the same query or set of queries) or they are different -which leads respectively to uctuations from the same observation and to uctuations from different observations.
So we have eight classes of uctuations, detected as follows:
1. instantaneously from the same singular observation; 2. instantaneously from the same plural observation; 3. instantaneously from different singular observations; 4. instantaneously from different plural observations; 5. through time from the same singular observation; 6. through time from the same plural observation; 7. through time from different singular observations; 8. through time from different plural observations. We leave aside the question of whether the plural observations in 4 and 8 are disjunct. The classes here de ned are not disjunct: uctuations in one class can cause uctuations in other classes.
We have investigated uctuations of types 3, 5 and 6. The other types are more theoretical, although it might be interesting to investigate uctuations of type 1. Because we have considered only one type of instantaneous uctuations and only two types of uctuations detected through time, we are able to name them for short respectively: 'instantaneous uctuations' (type 3); 'singular uctuations' (type 5) and 'plural observations' (type 6). We shall describe these more clearly in the following paragraphs.
Plural uctuations
Plural uctuations show the phenomenon that a set of queries, submitted regularly, stops retrieving one or more documents that still exist in reality. Figure 1 visualises the appearance of plural uctuations: these occur every time that one of the result sets does not contain a document that was contained in the preceding set and that did not disappear from the web in reality. One observation is a set of queries and the frame of reference (i.e. what is expected) for each observation is made up by the preceding observation combined with knowledge about the WWW.
Later in this paper we interpret this kind of uctuation as the apparent disappearance, for whatever reason, of documents out of the indexed database of an engine, and call them accordingly 'document uctuations'. We also consider some less trivial possible causes for the phenomenon of plural uctuations.
Instantaneous uctuations
Instantaneous uctuations show inconsistencies in result sets. They occur when several queries, submitted at the same time, retrieve a set of identical documents and when one of these queries does not retrieve all of these identical documents. This de nition is based on the existence of a set of identical documents and on a situation where a number of queries is submitted at the same time. This is an articial environment used only for demonstrating these uctuations. The phenomenon occurs in all practical situations. Figure 2 shows an imaginary example of instantaneous uctuations. One observation is one query in a set of queries, and the frame of reference for each observation is made up of the other observations. Later in this paper we interpret this kind of uctuation as the unexpected absence of documents in the result sets of queries, and call them 'element uctuations'. 
Singular uctuations
Next we compare the result sets of one single query that is repeatedly submitted through time. The de nition is analogue with the plural uctuation: a singular uctuation occurs when an engine stops retrieving a document in response to a query that is submitted repeatedly. One observation is one query and the frame of reference for one observation is made up of the preceding observation combined with knowledge about the WWW. Figure 3 shows an imaginary example of singular uctuations.
The difference between singular uctuations and plural uctuations is not obvious, but reveals itself in the interpretation given later in this paper, where we call singular uctuations 'indexing uctuations', because they seem to represent changes in the indexing policy of engines. An additional condition for that is that they are not due to plural or instantaneous uctuations. Sixteen identical test documents were placed on different sites in the Netherlands and in Belgium; seven documents were submitted to the engines and linked to a document known by the engines. (All sixteen URLs are mentioned in the appendices.) These sixteen documents remained unchanged during the test period. Thirty-two queries were formulated so that each one was related to a speci c 'document element' of the test document. A document element is a set of terms in a document with common properties, depending on the document, such as the appearance of the term in HTML tagged elds, or the number of appearances of the term in the document, or in certain HTML tagged elds, or the place of the term in the document (e.g. only terms near the beginning are indexed) etc. The properties can also be document-independent, such as the number of appearances of the term in the indexed database of the engine, or the number of times that the term was submitted within a search query, etc. These document-independent criteria cannot be readily investigated and so we restricted our investigation to document elements.
In our study we considered HTML tagged elds as document elements, and we worked out to what extent each engine indexed the full text of the test document, i.e. we considered as document elements terms with a certain distance from the beginning of the document: e.g. terms between lines 600 and 700 of the document. Furthermore, we investigated whether the URL of a document was indexed (document element: all terms in the URL). See the appendices. We made the assumption that a term in a HTML tagged eld is always indexed or never, as if the appearance in a HTML tagged eld is the only criterion for an engine to index a term. Maybe there are other document elements involved (a term can belong to more than one document element). Maybe there are document-independent properties, such as the number of appearances of the term in the indexed database of the engine, or the number of times that the term was used in other search queries or other more complicated criteria that might determine whether the engine indexes the term or not, but that we cannot readily investigate. Similar assumptions have been made for the other investigated document elements. See the appendices.
These queries were repeatedly and regularly submitted: 1 per 29 minutes. One complete observation of 32x13 = 416 queries (all queries to all engines) took nine days. Forty-three rounds were included in the experiment reported here, during fourteen months, from October 1998 up to December 1999. Vast differences among search engines were observed in the number of test documents retrieved (Table 1 ) and in the number of document elements indexed (Table 2 ). According to our de nitions of the uctuations, all thirty-two queries should be submitted to one engine at the same time. For technical reasons we did not submit all thirtytwo queries at one time, but one after the other in 31x29 minutes = 15 hours. In the appendices we explain why we think that this does not affect our conclusions.
The following were observed/counted/measured:
which of the identical documents were retrieved by each engine; which document elements were indexed by each engine; the number of plural, singular and instantaneous uctuations per engine; and the size of these uctuations, i.e. the number of documents missing, expressed as a percentage of the number of documents expected:
1. plural uctuations: 0 < size 100 2. instantaneous uctuations: 0 < size 100 3. singular uctuations: size = 100 because all expected documents are missing, every time that such a uctuation occurs.
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All rights reserved. Except as otherwise permitted under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, no part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying or otherwise without the prior written permission of the publisher. Table 3 shows the test procedure. One observation is the submission of all thirty-two queries (Q1 … Q32) at one moment. Time goes from left to right. Per engine forty-three observations were performed. Each query results in a result set that contains only the test documents that were retrieved: query m in observation n retrieves result set r(m.n). Each observation n results in a result set R(n), which is the joining of all the result sets r(i.n).
Plural uctuations are measured by comparing the sets R(n). The frame of reference for an observation was the preceding observation: if R(n) contains a document that R(i+1) does not contain, we say a plural uctuation appears in observation i+1. See the grey row in Table 3 . Because each observation is made from thirty-two single queries, we can exclude any in uence from singular uctuations and from instantaneous uctuations. Singular uctuations are measured by comparing the sets r(m.n) for some msee the row Qm. A singular uctuation occurs in r(m,i) if r(m,i) contains no test documents while r(m, i-1) contains one or more test documents.
Sometimes it is not clear if an empty result set is due to a singular uctuation or to the disappearance of one or more documents because of a plural uctuation or an instantaneous uctuation; especially if the search engine knows only one test document. To avoid double counting of uctuations, we decided to count the disappearance of all known documents in the result set of one query as a singular uctuation, when the loss of the documents cannot be due to a plural uctuation (in that case only the plural observation is counted) and when no documents are found in at least four successive observations (otherwise we say one or more instantaneous uctuations occur).
The choice of the number four seems rather arbitrary, but is motivated by the interpretation given later in this paper where we call singular uctuations indexing uctuations because they seem to represent changes in the indexing policy of search engines. Therefore, they should last for several successive observations. How many observations are necessary to determine if an engine has changed its indexing policy? We think that considering only two or three successive observations is not enough to distinguish instantaneous uctuations from indexing uctuations. We chose four. Our results show that the choice of three or ve should not change the results signi cantly. Singular uctuations are detected by comparing the result sets r(m,i) for any query Qm: a singular uctuation occurs in r(m,i) if r(m,i-1) does contain one or more test documents, and when r(m,i), r(m,i+1), r(m,i+2) and r(m,i+3) are empty while R(i), R(i+1), R(i+2), R(i+3) are not empty. Because we examined here a period of four observations, we have had to take into account the situation that an engine did not know the document at all in one or more of these four observations and the situation that an engine was unreachable in one or more of these four observations. So we have expanded the de nition a little bit so that a singular uctuation also can be detected in these situations: a singular uctuation occurs in r(m,i) if r(m,i-1) does contain one or more test documents, and when r(m,i), r(m,i+1), r(m,i+2) and r(m,i+3) are empty while:
1. R(i), R(i+1), R(i+2), R(i+3) are not empty; or 2. R(i) is not empty and two successive results sets out of the set [R(i+1), R(i+2), R(i+3)] are not empty, while the third one is empty because no documents were found at all in this observation; or 3. R(i) and R(i+1) are not empty and one of the result sets out of the set [R(i+2) and R(i+3)] is empty because no documents were found in this observation, while the other one is empty because of the fact that the engine was unreachable when query m was submitted.
Singular uctuations detected with this extended de nition occurred only with AltaVista (twice). Instantaneous uctuations are measured by comparing the results sets r(m,n) for some n -see the column 'Observation n' in Table 3 . They appear when, in observation n, at least two results exist that are not equal; i.e. when there is at least one m so that the set r(m,n) misses test documents compared to R(n). This set r(m,n) may be empty, if it is part of a sequence of at the most three successive empty result sets for query m, so that there is no in uence from singular uctuations. Plural uctuations cannot in uence this because they are measured by comparing whole observations and not single queries.
Not all investigated engines were observed for the whole test period. The investigation of EuroFerret started, for technical reasons, in observation 13, Excite in observation 3, Ilse in observation 13, InfoSeek in observation 12, MSN in observation 18, NorthernLight in observation 9, Search.nl in observation 18 and Snap in observation 13.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All quantitative data about the result sets per query per observation per search engine are available at http://www.cwi.nl/cwi/projects/IRT/index.html Figure 4 visualises the appearance of plural uctuations from our test results for one engine, as an example. Visualisations for all engines are included in the appendices. Here it can also be seen how some documents disappear and then come back again. This happened with several engines. Table 4 shows the experimental results of our investigation on plural uctuations for all engines. The number of uctuations and the size of the uctuations are measured.
Plural uctuations observed
Singular uctuations observed
We have measured the number of singular uctuations and the size of the uctuations. Every time that such a uctuation occurs, all expected documents are missing, so that the average percentage of missed documents per result set is equal to the percentage of result sets with missing documents. Table 5 shows the experimental results of our investigation on singular uctuations for all engines.
Instantaneous uctuations observed
We have measured the number and the size of the instantaneous uctuations. Figure 5 shows an example of the appearance of instantaneous uctuations in our test. Table 6 shows the experimental results. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11 11, 17, 19, 24, 27, 31, 32, 38, 39, 40, 41 
. Appendix 2 contains the corresponding URLs. Here it is shown when HotBot found them. Similarly to Figure 1, the result of each observation is represented in a column; time goes from left to right. The upper line (R) shows the observation numbers (1 to 43; expressed in only the second numeral); the second upper line (T) shows the total number of test documents that were found in each observation. The following (numbered) rows show which of the test documents were retrieved in each observation: a lled cell (at the row with number n and the column belonging to observation m) shows that test document n was retrieved with observation m (i.e.: at least one of the 32 test queries belonging to observation m resulted in this test document); an empty cell means that this test document was not retrieved with this observation. A plural uctuation is recognised when one of the horizontal rows with successive lled cells ends. Plural uctuations (with one or more missing documents) are measured in observations
. We see, as an example, the results of observation 16 of one of the investigated engines (HotBot). The horizontal axis shows the various queries, while the vertical axis shows the number of retrieved (identical) documents. In a simple world, one would expect that every query retrieves all known documents or none, but we see here result sets that contain sometimes 6 documents and sometimes 5 or 4. So there are instantaneous uctuations. The empty result sets could indicate theoretically also instantaneous uctuations, but analysing the data from the preceding and successive observations shows that this is not true. But the worst has yet to come: the number of known documents in this observation is not 6 but 8. So, all result sets show instantaneous uctuations and are incomplete, except for the queries that found nothing
Interpretation
In this section we present our interpretation of what happened when uctuations occurred in our test.
Plural uctuations: document uctuations
Plural uctuations ( uctuations detected through time from the same plural observation) occurred every time that one of the result sets did not contain a document that was contained in the preceding set and that did not disappear from the web in reality. Because we used thirty-two different queries for one observation, we have interpreted an occurrence of this type of uctuations as the disappearance, for whatever reason, of a document out of the indexed database of an engine. This document could simply not be retrieved. Therefore we call them document uctuations. In Section 5.8 we also consider some less trivial possible causes for the phenomenon of plural uctuations.
Instantaneous uctuations: element uctuations Instantaneous uctuations
( uctuations detected at one moment from different singular observations) occurred every time that an engine did not nd what should be found according to the result sets of other queries. What does the de nition mean? Result sets can be inconsistent and they can be incomplete. In this type it is, oddly enough, not important if a document exists in reality, but if it exists in the result set of one of the queries. We call a uctuation of this type an 'element uctuation', because it corresponds with a certain query, which corresponds with one or more document elements (sets of terms in a document with common properties, depending on the document -see Section 3.) An element uctuation can be caused by an error in the indexing process, an error in the retrieving process (e.g. incomplete use of the database(s) of the search engine) or by an error in both processes. In order to learn more about what really happens, one should analyse element uctuations more deeply. This can be done in many ways. Are there many successive element uctuations for the same query? Are there many element uctuations within one or more successive observations? Are there many element uctuations for speci c queries or clusters of queries? Are there many element uctuations at a speci c time of the day, or day of the week, etc.? These analyses can lead to information about what causes element uctuations: errors or limited activities in the indexing process, in the retrieving process or in both processes. Broadly speaking, an engine makes errors of the rst kind if it shows element uctuations for the same queries in successive observations; it makes errors of the second kind if it shows many element uctuations in one observation. We found the following:
HotBot, Ilse, InfoSeek, MSN, Snap and Vindex showed element uctuations in speci c queries in successive observations; AltaVisa, Excite, HotBot, MSN and Vindex showed element uctuations in speci c observations; most engines showed element uctuations in the result sets of all queries, or in none of them. Only three engines had dif culties with speci c queries:
Ilse only showed element uctuations in queries 26-32 (which means that Ilse showed element uctuations in 38% of all queries that retrieved test documents). This could indicate that structural errors were made in the indexing process; Infoseek showed dif culties only with queries 3-18 (46%) which also indicates indexing errors; Vindex, MSN and HotBot showed element uctuations in all queries, but also in clusters of observations. Both indexing and retrieving errors occurred. Snap showed element uctuations in queries 4-31 (78%).
Singular uctuations: indexing uctuations
Singular uctuations ( uctuations detected through time from the same singular observation) occurred every time that an engine stopped retrieving a document with a certain query for a long time (at least four successive observations), so we think that the engine stopped indexing the search term(s) that de ned the query. This is why we call them indexing uctuations. What are the properties of a term that determine whether the term is indexed or not? This, of course, is one of the secrets of a search engine.
As we have described in Section 3, the properties can be dependent on the document and they can be independent of the document. Document elements are classes of search terms with one or more common properties that depend on the document. Examples of document-dependent properties are: the appearance of the term in HTML tagged elds, or the number of appearances of the term in the document, or in certain HTML tagged elds, or the place of the term in the document (e.g. only terms near the beginning are indexed) etc. In this case of document dependency, the attitude of the engine towards these properties apparently has changed: it has stopped indexing terms with this particular property or set of properties. Examples of properties that are document-independent are: the number of appearances of the term in the indexed database of the engine, or the number of times that the term was submitted within a search query, etc. In this case the attitude of the search engine towards the property did not change, but the environment of the property changed. The term became less important. These document-independent criteria cannot readily be investigated and so we restricted our investigation to document elements.
We think that what we can now observe is the indexing policy of an engine with respect to the investigated document elements. By analysing all the result sets of one query through time, it is possible to establish if an engine indexes the document element corresponding with the query, and if this indexing policy changes: the engine can start or stop indexing this document element. When it stops indexing, we say an indexing uctuation occurs.
As reported in Section 3, we made the assumption that a term in a HTML tagged eld is always indexed or never, as if the appearance in a HTML tagged eld is the only criterion for an engine to index a term. Maybe there are other document elements involved (a term can belong to more than one document element). Maybe there are document-independent properties, such as the number of appearances of the term in the indexed database of the engine, or the number of times that the term was used in other search queries, or other more complicated criteria that determine if the engine indexes the term or not, that we cannot readily investigate. Similar assumptions have been made for the other investigated document elements.
Conclusion: search engines make mistakes
The Internet retrieval systems investigated: forget documents completely (document uctuations); miss documents in their result sets (element uctuations); and are subject to changes in indexing policy (indexing uctuations).
Published research on uctuations of search engines
The rst quantitative results of this research on uctuations in retrieval by Internet search engines have already been published (Mettrop & Nieuwenhuysen, 1999) . A case study by Bar-Ilan (1999) of a few international search engines has also revealed document uctuations, in agreement with our results. A case study of two search engines at the end of 1999 revealed considerable uctuations in retrieval by AltaVista but not in that by NorthernLight (Rousseau, 1999) . Our research has been presented at two international conferences; the slides with data and graphs used for the presentation can be found in the printed published proceedings , as well as a rst text version . This present paper is the full report of the investigation. After submitting the rst version of this paper for publication, a comparison was published of two search tools; this study revealed signi cant daily uctuations in the results presented by HotBot and a high stability in the hits displayed by Snap (Bar-Ilan, 2000) , even though both systems base their results on the Inktomi database.
Fluctuations compared
The in uence of the three types of uctuations is compared in Table 7 , by considering the percentages of documents lost by each uctuation. It is seen that the in uence of indexing uctuations can be neglected.
What is correct and what is incorrect?
The uctuations have one thing in common: users may miss documents, including documents that they expect to retrieve. The impact of each type of uctuation is different (which is measured in this investigation) and so is the degree to which search engines should be blamed for it. In Section 5.2 mistakes are mentioned: is every uctuation we de ne a mistake? One can say that uctuations are correct if they are a re ection of alterations in the WWW reality (documents are added or removed). If not, they are incorrect. According to this de nition, all of the three types of uctuations that we consider are incorrect. Another de nition could say that uctuations are correct if they are a re ection of alterations in the indexed database of an engine. From that perspective, document uctuations and indexing uctuations are correct, but element uctuations are still incorrect. In practice most users will not care about what is 'correct' or 'incorrect'; they simply cannot nd a document that still exists in reality. If it is not their own mistake, it is the engine's mistake.
Comparison of search engines, concerning uctuations
Document uctuations have been found in the result sets of all the investigated search engines except for two of the search engines restricted to the Netherlands: Ilse and Search.nl. Most document uctuations were shown by Snap and Excite. Excite also missed most documents per observation due to document uctuations. Element uctuations have been found in the result sets of all search engines except EuroFerret, Lycos, NorthernLight and (almost) Search.nl. Most element uctuations were shown and most documents per result set were missed by element uctuations by HotBot, MSN and Vindex.
Some engines were only slightly subject to document or element uctuations: AltaVista, InfoSeek, Lycos, NorthernLight and Search.nl. Their result sets were almost complete and did not change signi cantly. Moreover, Lycos, NorthernLight and Search.nl did not change their indexing policy during our research.
Many indexing, document and element uctuations were observed with HotBot, MSN and Vindex. Moreover, they missed the highest percentage of documents by element uctuations. 
Relations concerning uctuations
Search engines that showed many element uctuations also showed many document uctuations. Moreover, they index many document elements and showed many indexing uctuations.
Engines showing many document uctuations did not always show many element uctuations.
Engines that index few document elements showed few element uctuations.
How can uctuations occur?
Why do documents disappear from the database of an engine? Why does an engine stop indexing a search term? How can inconsistent result sets be explained? The rst two events can lead to document uctuations and indexing uctuations. They can be caused of course by the conscious decisions of (the builders of) an engine to remove a document (because it is pornographic, aggressive or …) from its database, or to stop indexing a document element (because, maybe, nobody searches for it). For indexing uctuations this might be a conclusive explanation, but we think that it is unlikely that all document uctuations can be explained that simply. Moreover, all test documents are identical and so all of them should be removed or none of them. Element uctuations cannot be explained on the basis of such a conscious decision, or it should be the decision to limit the burdening of the search engine's computer system, which can lead to poor work in the indexing process, the retrieving process or in both processes.
In addition, we can mention four less trivial possible causes:
Several databases. Andrei Broder (AltaVista) said in an interview that AltaVista is aware of the uctuations described here. The most important reason probably is the fact that, although it appears to the user that he is querying one database, he is actually searching a construction of several databases. This implies that the indexes of each database must be replicated regularly. The query is not always taken care of by the same database. So un nished replication can cause uctuations in the search result. AltaVista tries to limit the in uence to a minimum, but gives priority to producing the search results as quickly as possible. Avoiding all uctuations should cause an unacceptable reduction of the search speed and cost too much. In order to know when to change the arrangements, they measure the size of the uctuations every thirty minutes. See the AltaVista HELP http://doc.altavista.com/help/search/search_help.html (visited 2000) . Different indexes. Another important explanation, caused by technical inadequacies, for uctuations in the search results, mentioned by Broder, is the fact that for different parts of the Internet, there are different indexes. If one of these indexes is, for some reason, unreachable, this temporarily causes incomplete search results. Engines use performance-dependent algorithms. Also mentioned by Broder. The more queries that need to be handled, the less these algorithms are activated, the more chances for uctuations. Element uctuations can be explained by this policy.
Duplicate removals. Some search engines try to detect duplicate identical documents among all the documents that they harvest from the WWW, so that they can remove identical copies from their database and index, because their viewpoint is that one copy is suf cient while the other copies make the search engine less ef cient. Then there is one representative for a set of identical documents. Changing the representative, for whatever reason can lead to some of the document uctuations that we have detected.
There are three engines that never retrieved more than one document in our tests (see the appendices): Excite, NorthernLight and WebCrawler. This is most important for Excite, which showed many document uctuations. NorthernLight only twice changed the representative test document, showing three different test documents in the test period and WebCrawler also changed twice showing only two test documents, while Excite retrieved six different documents and changed fourteen times!
Are uctuations in search results important?
Fluctuations are important -we think -for both the users of search engines and the providers of information on the web and therefore deserve to be investigated.
Most users working with databases (and information systems in general) expect identical results for identical queries (or following identical actions performed with an information system). This is in particular true for users of more classical databases provided by well-known, classical online information retrieval systems like Dialog and certainly by users of databases on CD-ROM. So uctuations and inconsistencies are unexpected for most users. Either they do not realise that they occur, or they observe them in a non-systematic, more informal way than reported here.
Users who are unaware of uctuations can be confused when they cannot retrace a document found earlier, can make inferences about the performance, size, contents of the search engine that are not correct, can make quantitative measurements about citations (links) to web-based documents that are not correct, and so on ... . So rst it is important to know that uctuations and inconsistent result sets do exist. Then it is important to observe them in a systematic way. When users remain ignorant about uctuations, they can realise that 'something strange is happening', but still be puzzled and lose con dence in a search engine or even in the Internet as a whole as a medium for accessing and distributing information; also they have a problem in discussions when someone nds a document while another person does not, even at the same moment. And of course users who search for all information on a speci c topic (e.g. in the case of the application for a patent) should be aware of this. Now to the providers of information. They can see the absence of their documents in search results due to uctuations as a problem. This is true for scienti c information as well as for commercial information. Many companies exist only because of their appearance on the web. They do not like the fact that their pages are only retrieved most of the time and sometimes not at all.
Finally, in any case, any quantitative analysis of the web can be impaired by uctuations and inconsistencies. This can be important, for instance, in the domain of scientometrics where citation analysis is used to assess production, distribution and impact of research results; this is particularly important now that the role of printed documents is taken over more and more by web-based documents. This can also be important in the commercial world, where numbers of visitors and links determine the costs of advertising on a site. Figure 6 shows per search engine which of the test documents is found per observation. Similary to Figure 1 , the result of each observation is represented in a column; time goes from left to right. The rst column contains the numbers 1 -8; they refer to our test documents. The numbers 1 -7 correspond with the seven test documents that we submitted to the search engines and that we linked from our IRT homepage. Because the test documents that were not submitted and not linked were hardly retrieved by the search engines, we let number 8 represent all nine of them (see Appendix 2). For each column there is shown in the upper line (R) the observation number and in the second upper line (T) the total number of test documents found in that speci c observation. The following (numbered) rows show which of the test documents were retrieved in each observation: a lled cell (at the row with number n and the column belonging to observation m) shows that test document n was retrieved with observation m (i.e.: at least one of the thirty-two test queries belonging to observation m resulted in this test document); an empty cell means that this test document was not retrieved with this observation. A lled cell in row 8 means that test documents were found that were not submitted and linked. The total number of these is mentioned within the cell. A document uctuation is recognised when one of the horizontal rows with successive lled cells ends. (The document uctuations for the documents in row 8 are also measured, although they are not all visualised here.) One observation can be affected by several document uctuations. An observation with the letter X in all rows means that the engine was not investigated in that observation (for some technical reasons).
In Section 5 we stated that three search engines only retrieved one document at a time in the tests: Excite, NorthernLight and WebCrawler. Here it can be seen that Excite twice retrieved two documents in the same result set and WebCrawler once. This is because of the fact that all the observations were not performed at the same time but took fteen hours. Each single query in the observations of Excite, NorthernLight and WebCrawler retrieved only one document. See Appendix 5.
APPENDIX 4 -UNREACHABILITY
Sometimes an engine was not reachable, or returned an error message. General data for all engines: 14,528 queries were sent to 13 search engines; search engines were unreachable 721 times; the percentage of unreachability for each engine varied from nearly 0% to nearly 15%; the studied search engines were reachable for 95% of the queries.
The percentages of failures per engine are shown in Table 9 . Some engines produced failures for speci c queries. The queries with most failures per engine are shown in Table 10 . Aslib 
